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F > Environmental Review
INTRODUCTION.

This chapter presents a discussion of the environmental processing

requirements, existing environmental conditions, and probable environmental effects
of Master Plan implementation. Probable environmental effects are generally
described in a qualitative manner.
As discussed, implementation of the Master Plan recommendations would result in both
“airside” and “landside” development at Buchanan Field Airport (Airport). Preliminary
development recommendations are depicted in the BUCHANAN FIELD AIRPORT CONCEPTUAL
DEVELOPMENT PLAN. Airside improvements would result in the addition of 3.24 acres of new
taxiway pavement and the removal of approximately 9.02 acres of pavement (resulting in a net
gain of 5.78 acres of pervious airside surface area). Landside development would include both
aviation and non-aviation related development on approximately 45 acres of pervious surfaces on
Airport property. Airside development could result in the conversion of these undeveloped
properties to impervious surfaces. Both airside and landside development would alter the
existing conditions at the Airport and demolition, grading, construction, and operation of
proposed improvements could result in environmental impacts.
Environmental Processing
Before Contra Costa County can implement the recommendations of the Master Plan,
compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) will be required. These statutes, as applicable to Master Plan
implementation, are discussed below.
National Environmental Policy Act
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which was signed into law in 1969 (and has
since been amended), establishes a broad national policy to protect the quality of the human
environment. The fundamental purpose of NEPA is to ensure that environmental issues are given
consideration in any decision undertaken by the Federal Government; specifically, federal
agencies must assess and disclose the environmental impacts of proposed federal actions. Federal
actions subject to NEPA include grants, loans, contracts, leases, construction, research,
rulemaking and regulatory actions, certifications, licensing, and permitting. The Council on
Environmental Quality, which issues regulations pertaining to NEPA implementation,
emphasizes the importance of integrating the NEPA process with early project planning.
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As a result of NEPA, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has developed detailed guidance
documents for airport development projects. FAA Order 1050.1E Environmental Impacts:
Policies and Procedures sets FAA’s agency-wide environmental protocol. Order 5050.4B NEPA
Implementing Instructions for Airport Projects supplements Order 1050.1E by providing NEPA
instructions especially for proposed federal actions to support airport development projects.
Effective April 28, 2006, Order 5050.4B, replaces Order 5050.4A, Airport’s Environmental
Handbook, dated October 8, 1985. Order 5050.4B follows the Council on Environmental
Quality’s (CEQ’s) NEPA implementing regulations at 40 CFR 1500 - 1508. It also follows
Department of Transportation’s (DOT’s) Order 5610.C, Policies for Considering Environmental
Impacts, and FAA Order 1050.1E.
As noted in Order 5050.4B, not all development proposals require environmental evaluation.
This order specifically identifies the following categories for use in considering the
environmental impact of federal actions:
 Categorical Exclusions. Categorical exclusions are projects excluded from the
need to prepare environmental documents, as their impacts are presumed to be
less than significant.
 Environmental Assessment. If a project could result in environmental impacts,
an Environmental Assessment (EA) would be prepared. If no significant
unmitigated impacts are identified, the federal agency would issue a Finding of
No Significant Impact (FONSI). If the action is found to result in a significant
environmental impact, an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is then
prepared.
 Environmental Impact Statement. An EIS is a detailed analysis of a proposed
action and its alternatives.
An environmental clearance as specified by NEPA will be required for any improvement shown
on the Conceptual Development Plan before construction is initiated if federal funds are to be
used for the project.
California Environmental Quality Act
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) was adopted in 1970 and incorporated in the
Public Resources Code Sections 21000 through 21177. CEQA supplements NEPA through State
law and, unlike NEPA, requires State and local agencies to not only identify the significant
environmental impacts of their actions, but also to avoid or mitigate those impacts, if feasible.
CEQA applies to projects undertaken, funded, or requiring an issuance of a permit by a public
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agency. The basic purposes of CEQA are to inform governmental decision makers and the public
of the potential significant environmental effects of proposed activities; identify ways that
environmental impacts can be avoided or significantly reduced; require changes in projects
through the use of alternatives or mitigation measures when feasible; and, disclose to the public
the reasons why a project was approved if significant environmental effects are involved.
An Initial Study and CEQA Environmental Checklist are typically prepared to identify the
appropriate environmental documentation for any given agency action. The resulting
environmental documentation categories are similar to those required under NEPA, and include
the following:
 Categorical Exemptions. Categorical exemptions are agency actions excluded
from the need to prepare environmental documents, as the action is either not
defined as a “project” under CEQA or the project itself would not result in
environmental impacts.
 Negative Declaration. If a project could result in environmental impacts, but
these impacts can be mitigated through the implementation of routine
mitigation measures, an agency may issue a Mitigated Negative Declaration
along with publication of the Initial Study (IS/MND). If no significant
unmitigated impacts are identified, the agency may simply issue a Negative
Declaration. If the action is found to result in a significant environmental
impact that cannot be reduced with standard mitigation measures, an
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) is then prepared.
 Environmental Impact Report. An EIR is a detailed analysis of a proposed action
and its alternatives. An EIR will recommend mitigation measures, to the extent
feasible, to reduce potentially significant impacts of the project.
Contra Costa County is preparing an Initial Study (IS), which includes the CEQA Environmental
Checklist for the development actions recommended in the Master Plan to determine the
potential for environmental impacts applicable to CEQA. The IS may recommend that
mitigation measures and/or additional studies (such as an MND or EIR) be completed to reduce
the potential environmental impacts of Master Plan implementation. Additional project-specific
CEQA documentation may be required for any improvement shown on the BUCHANAN FIELD
AIRPORT CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN prior to project approval.
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Existing Conditions
Buchanan Field Airport is located within unincorporated Contra Costa County and within the
City of Concord’s Sphere of Influence and Planning Area Boundary. The Airport abuts the city
limits of Concord to the northeast, east, and southeast. The northwestern portion of the Airport
abuts the City of Martinez, while the southwestern and western portions abut the City of
Pleasant Hill and the Town of Pacheco, respectively. The area directly north of the Airport
consists of sparsely developed unincorporated land, while all other surrounding areas are
developed.
The climate in Contra Costa County is characterized as dry-summer subtropical (often referred
to as Mediterranean), with cool wet winters and relatively warm dry summers. The mean annual
rainfall in the vicinity of the Airport is approximately 16 inches 1, with the vast majority of
rainfall between October and May. Analysis of long-term precipitation records indicates that
wetter and drier cycles lasting several years are common in the region. The Airport is located in
the San Francisco Bay Area, a large shallow air basin ringed by hills that taper into a number of
sheltered valleys around the perimeter. Two primary atmospheric outlets exist. One outlet is the
strait known as the Golden Gate, a direct outlet to the Pacific Ocean. The second outlet extends
to the northeast, along the west delta region of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers.
Agricultural uses in the County consist largely of range and pasture lands (84% of total
agricultural activity), providing grazing land and dry farming for grains and feed. These lands
include areas with steep slopes, rugged terrain, lack of adequate water supply, or other
constraints that make the land unsuitable for more intensive agricultural activities. Field crops,
vegetables, and fruit and nut crops account for approximately 16% of total agricultural activities
within the County. Naturally occurring oil and gas resources are largely concentrated in the
eastern segment of the County; however, scattered resource areas, such as Los Medanos Hills,
located northeast of the Airport between Bay Point and the Concord Naval Weapons Station,
can also be found.
Ridges, hillsides, rock outcroppings, and the San Francisco Bay/Delta Estuary system create the
scenic character of the County and provide visual contrast to areas of urban development. The
Lime Ridge Open Space area, designated as a scenic ridgeline within the Contra Costa County
General Plan, is visible southeast of the Airport. Suisun Bay is located north of the Airport, and
is designated as a scenic waterway.

1
Rantz, S.E., 1971. Mean Annual Precipitation and Precipitation Depth-Duration-Frequency Data
for the San Francisco Bay Region, California, U.S. Geological Survey, Open File Report 3019-12,
October.
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In the year 2000, Contra Costa County had a population of 948,816. 2 The estimated 2005
population for the County is 1,016,300 with an increase to 1,244,800 projected for the year
2030. The County had an estimated 368,770 households in the year 2005, with approximately
2.72 persons per household. The County’s median income for 2005 is $88,700. 3
Crime and fire protection services for the Airport are generally provided by the Contra Costa
County Sherriff’s Department and the Contra Costa County Fire Protection District,
respectively. However, Airport staff may also fulfill some of these functions. Water service to
the Airport is provided by Contra Costa Water District and wastewater conveyance and
treatment are provided by the Central Contra Costa Sanitary District. Solid waste is collected by
an independent contractor, and is transported after processing to any one of the three landfills
located within the County or outside of the County.
The Airport is located within a triangle created by Interstate 680 (I-680), State Route 4 (SR-4),
and State Route 242 (SR-242), providing it with regional access from all directions. Concord
Avenue connects directly to I-680 and is a major arterial providing access to John Glenn Drive
and general aviation facilities at the southeastern end of the site, as well as to major commercial
and recreational (i.e., golf course) facilities on the property. Marsh Drive provides access to
facilities along Sally Ride Drive on the site’s western side. Marsh Drive is accessible from the
north and east via Solano Way and SR-4, and from the west and south via Contra Costa
Boulevard and Center Avenue.
The Airport is surrounded by a variety of land uses. The unincorporated area directly north of
the Airport is sparsely developed, while all other surrounding areas are densely developed. Land
uses surrounding the Airport are discussed below.
 North. The Airport is bordered to the north by SR-4, which runs in an eastwest direction. Large tracts of light and heavy industrial parks exist north of the
highway; this area holds Tosco Oil Refining Company and Monsanto
Chemical Company. Pacheco Slough extends south towards the Airport from
Suisun Bay, which is approximately four miles north of the Airport.
 East. The Airport is bordered to the east by the Walnut Creek channel, which
extends southeast from Pacheco Slough. On the opposite side of the creek
channel, to the northeast, single-family residential uses are the predominant
2

United States Census, 2000. Demographic Research Unit.

3

Association of Bay Area Governments, 2004. Projections 2005: Forecasts for the San Francisco
Bay Area to the Year 2030. December.
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land use. Southeast across the channel, land uses primarily consist of industrial
and office park uses. Farther east, SR-242 runs in a north-south direction.
East across the highway, land uses consist of residential uses to the north and
commercial uses to the south.
 South. The Airport is bordered on the south by Concord Avenue. South of
this roadway, land uses consist primarily of commercial and mixed use
developments.
 West. The Airport is bordered to the west by a mobile home park located
within the unincorporated County. I-680 runs in a north-south direction west
of this development. Grayson Creek extends southwest from Pacheco Slough,
crosses beneath I-680, and runs generally parallel to the Airport. West of I680, land uses are light industrial and then transition to office, commercial,
and multi-family residential uses, followed by single-family residential uses
farther west.
Probable Environmental Effects
This section provides a brief description of existing environmental conditions within and in the
vicinity of the Airport for those conditions that may experience significant impacts due to Master
Plan implementation. These factors include: aircraft noise exposure; land use compatibility;
safety hazards; water quality and drainage; biological resources; and, cultural resources. For these
topics, this section also provides a general discussion of the possible environmental constraints
and additional actions that may be required.
Aircraft Noise Exposure
This section presents a discussion of the existing noise environment within the vicinity of the
Airport. This information is drawn from the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 150
Noise Compatibility Plan prepared for the Airport. 4
To the human ear, sound has two significant characteristics: pitch
and loudness. A specific pitch can be an annoyance, while loudness can affect our ability to hear.
Pitch is the number of complete vibrations or cycles per second of a wave that results in the
range of tone from high to low. Loudness is the strength of a sound that describes a noisy or
quiet environment, and it is measured by the amplitude of the sound wave. Loudness is
determined by the intensity of the sound waves combined with the reception characteristics of
CHARACTERISTICS OF SOUND.

4

Barnard Dunkelberg and Company, June 2006.
Buchanan Field Airport FAR Part 150 Study/Working Paper One.
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the human ear. Sound intensity refers to how hard the sound wave strikes an object, which in
turn produces the sound’s effect. This characteristic of sound can be precisely measured with
instruments. Noise is usually defined as unwanted sound. Noise consists of any sound that may
produce physiological or psychological damage and/or interfere with communication, work, rest,
recreation, or sleep.
Based on the adverse effects of noise, the Federal Government, the State of California, and many
local governments have established maximum allowed noise levels to protect public health and
safety and to prevent disruption of certain activities. Various noise measurements are used to
assess the level and the annoyance potential of community noise such as that generated by
aircraft activity and arterial traffic. They include the following single event and cumulative
metrics:
 A-Weighted Sound Level (dBA). The A-weighted sound pressure level is
commonly abbreviated dBA. The dB refers to a measurement in decibels. The
“A” identifies a particular setting of the measurement instrument, the sound
level meter. The A-weighted sound level provides a scale with the range and
characteristics most consistent with human hearing ability. The dBA measures
sound over a period of time, typically one hour, to identify the minimum and
maximum levels and the statistical variation of fluctuating sounds. Table F1
shows representative outdoor and indoor noise levels in units of dBA.
 Maximum Noise Level ( LMax). The highest noise level reached during a noise
event is called the “Maximum Noise Level” or LMax. For example, as an
aircraft approaches, the sound of the aircraft begins to rise above ambient noise
levels. The closer the aircraft gets, the louder it is until the aircraft is at its
closest point directly overhead. As the aircraft passes, the noise level decreases
until the sound level settles to ambient noise levels.
 Continuous Equivalent (Average) Noise Level (LEQ). The continuous equivalent
(average) noise level is an energy equivalent level of fluctuating noise for a
measured time period. Data from this measurement are applied to the 24-hour
measurement of noise. LEQ for one hour is used to develop CNEL values
(described below) for aircraft operations.
 Community Noise Equivalent Noise Level (CNEL). A given level of noise may
be more or less tolerable depending on the time of day and duration of
exposure experienced by an individual. The CNEL weighs noise events in the
late evening through early morning, as well as noise events occurring between
7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. (increasing them by five dBA).
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 Noise levels that are less than 40 dBA CNEL are not considered significant. This
threshold is commonly used to assess noise impacts in environmental impact
documents. In addition, generally established regulatory standards throughout
California do not typically address noise levels that are less than 40 dBA.
However, even low levels of noise can be annoying to people when concurrent
background noise is very low.
Table F1

TYPICAL A-WEIGHTED SOUND LEVELS

Noise Source

Civil Defense Siren
Hard Rock Band
Accelerating Motorcycle at a few feet away
Pile Driver; Noisy Urban Street/Heavy City Traffic
Ambulance Siren; Food Blender
Garbage Disposal
Freight Cars; Living Room Music
Pneumatic Drill; Vacuum Cleaner
Busy Restaurant
Near Freeway Auto Traffic
Average Office
Suburban Street
Light Traffic; Soft Radio Music in Apartment
Large Transformer
Average Residence without Stereo Playing
Soft Whisper
Rustling Leaves
Human Breathing

A-Weighted
Sound Level
in Decibels

130
120
110
100
95
90
85
80
75
70
60
55
50
45
40
30
20
10

Noise
Environments

Subjective
Evaluations

Threshold of Pain
64 times as loud
Threshold of Feeling
32 times as loud
Very Loud
16 time as loud
Very Loud
8 times as loud
Very Loud
Very Loud
4 times as loud
Loud
Loud
2 times as loud
Moderately Loud
Moderately Loud
Reference Level
Moderate
1/2 as loud
Moderate
Quiet
1/4 as loud
Quiet
Faint
1/8 as loud
Faint
Very Faint
Very Faint
Threshold of Hearing

Source: Compiled by LSA Associates, Inc., 2006.
Note: This table is not included in the Buchanan Field Part 150 Study Working Paper One, June 2006.

The Airport maintains a permanent noise monitoring system consisting
of eight locations within the vicinity of the Airport. These monitoring locations are shown in
Figure F1. The ambient sound level at each site was identified based on information collected at
these locations. Ambient sound level is measured using Percent Noise Levels (Ln). Percent Noise
Level is the noise level exceeded for specified percentages (n) of the time (i.e., L90 represents the
sound level exceeded 90% of the time). The information helps identify the ambient noise
environment and aids in assessing how intrusive aircraft noise is at a particular location. The
EXISTING AMBIENT NOISE.
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sources of background sound include noise from cars and roadways, railroads, and commercial
sources.
The results of the ambient noise measurement data are presented in Table F2. Ambient noise
measurements for all monitoring locations are shown and the Ln noise level for the LMin, L90,
L
50, L10, and LMax are presented. The LMax is presented for the peak dBA value that was
measured while the LMin is the lowest (quietest) dBA value that was measured. This table
illustrates the range in noise levels that exists at each site. Aircraft noise is included in this
information and is typically the source of the peak noise levels. Although LMax is not technically
a component of the ambient noise levels, it is included in Table F2 because at most noise
monitoring locations, aircraft noise is the loudest event.

Table F2

EXISTING AMBIENT NOISE MEASUREMENTS (Aircraft Noise Included)
NMS

Address

NMS01
NMS02
NMS03
NMS04
NMS05
NMS06
NMS07
NMS08

1901 Concord Avenue
201 Golf Club Drive
2301 Stanwell Drive
1775 Solano Way
355 Vista Grande
205 Center Avenue
99 Benita Way
1 Santa Monica Drive

Max

L10

95
89
91
94
88
92
96
90

74
58
60
61
63
62
57
58

Statistical Noise Level
L50

58
51
57
54
59
56
50
53

L90

Min

52
45
49
48
52
48
46
49

49
43
46
45
49
44
43
46

Source: BARNARD DUNKELBERG AND COMPANY, 2006. Buchanan Field Airport FAR Part 150 Study/Working Paper One.
Note: NMS = Noise Monitoring Site.
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The L90 generally represents the residual sound level. It represents the level of noise that is
exceeded 90 % of the time. It is commonly referred to as the residual sound when other sources
of noise are not present, and is the level above which noise events occur, such as an aircraft overflight or train pass-by. The L50 noise level is referred to as the median or average noise level.
Half the time the noise is below this level; half the time it is above this level. During peak hours
of aircraft activity, the L50 noise level could be influenced by aircraft noise, but on a 24-hour
basis, this level is generally reflective of ambient noise levels.
The results of the noise measurement show that the L90 noise levels ranged from a low of 45
dBA to a high of 52 dBA. Most sites had L90 noise levels in the high 40s dBA. The majority of
these sites are located in relatively quiet settings that are not exposed to typical community noise
sources, such as highways. The sites with the higher noise levels were typically exposed to
freeway noise. These levels are typical of urban residential environments.
Ambient noise levels vary by day and time of day. Background noise levels are quieter at night
and during late evening and early morning hours. The ambient noise levels increase during
daytime hours and periods of bad weather. Typical daytime ambient noise levels are about 5 to
10 dBA higher than the nighttime hours.
Event-related CNEL (aircraft and non-aircraft events) levels
were identified for each of the noise monitoring sites. Table F3 presents the results of the CNEL
noise measurements at the noise-monitoring locations. This table lists the average CNEL due to
all (aircraft and non-aircraft) noise events for the 2005 base year. Table F3 also shows the
background CNEL (noise that did not result in an event) and the total CNEL.
COMMUNITY EQUIVALENT NOISE LEVEL.

Table F3

CNEL NOISE MEASUREMENT RESULTS FOR ALL SITES
NMS

NMS01
NMS01
NMS03
NMS04
NMS05
NMS06
NMS07
NMS08

Address

1091Concord Avenue
201 Golf Club Drive
2301 Stanwell Drive
1775 Solano
Way 355 Vista Grande
205 Center Ave
99 Benito
Way 1 Santa Monica Drive

Measured CNEL Noise Levels
All Events
Background

62
55
57
60
58
59
56
53

61
54
53
56
54
51
54
53

Total

64
58
59
61
59
59
58
56

Source: BARNARD DUNKELBERG AND COMPANY, 2006. Buchanan Field Airport FAR Part 150 Study/Working Paper
One. Note: NMS = Noise Monitoring Site
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The Airport’s permanent noise monitoring system does not correlate a noise event to an aircraft.
Therefore this system does not specifically measure aircraft CNEL. However, the data can be
used to approximate the aircraft CNEL noise levels that are experienced at each location.
Depending upon the ambient conditions present and the loudness of the aircraft noise at a
particular location, the aircraft only CNEL is typically within three dBA of the all events CNEL.
When ambient noise levels are higher and the aircraft noise is lower, then it is more difficult to
estimate the aircraft only CNEL. The aircraft only CNEL is less than the all event CNEL.
Monitoring results show that there is a wide range in noise levels experienced in each location.
The number of operations and the pattern of the operations vary with the weather, which affects
which runway is used. Non-aircraft noise events can also influence these noise levels. Peak day
CNEL-type data were an average of three to seven dBA higher than the average day.
The future noise environment for the Airport was analyzed in
the FAR Part 150 Study based upon operational conditions in the year 2012. The forecast data
shows a total of 150,283 operations are anticipated to occur at the Airport in 2012. This equates
to an average of 412 operations per day (an operation is either one takeoff or one landing) in
2012. Assumptions such as runway use, time of day, flight tracks and flight track usage, and
departure procedures remain the same as with existing conditions.
2012 OPERATIONAL ASSUMPTIONS.

Land Use Compatibility
Land use incompatibility is an area of determination and regulation that is to be resolved solely
at the discretion of the local community or by the State. To determine what constitutes land use
incompatibility, the individual land use types within particular noise contours need to be
defined. The FAA, through the FAR Part 150 Study process, has developed generalized
guidelines for land use compatibility for land use planning purposes. However, these are
guidelines and do not automatically define incompatible land uses. Based on these guidelines,
residential uses and schools are compatible with noise up to 65 CNEL; they can be compatible
with up to 70 CNEL with sound insulation. Commercial uses are compatible with noise up to
75 CNEL.
Existing (2005) and Future (2012) base case noise contours and land use compatibility is
described in this section.
This section discusses the land use types found within the
existing noise contours generated by aircraft utilizing the Airport. The existing situation is
represented by three contours, the CNEL 65, 70, and 75 contours. The CNEL 65 contour is
the threshold contour for land use analysis; residences are incompatible with noise above this
EXISTING (2005) NOISE CONTOURS.
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level. The total figures given below are cumulative. The figures for the larger contours contain
the area within all smaller contours; i.e., the CNEL 65 contour area includes the area
representing the 70 and 75 contours along with the 65 CNEL area. Existing noise contours are
shown in Figure F2.
 CNEL 65 Contour. The CNEL 65 contour contains approximately 288 acres.
Land uses within this contour include one acre of industrial development, 22
acres of open space, and 265 acres of transportation-related uses. There are no
residential developments, schools, churches, or other noise sensitive uses within
the existing 2005 CNEL 65 noise contour.
 CNEL 70 Contour. The CNEL 70 contains approximately 168 acres. There
are two acres of open space and 166 acres of transportation land use within this
contour. There are no residential developments, schools, churches, or other
noise sensitive uses within the existing 2005 CNEL 70 noise contour.
 CNEL 75 Contour. The existing 2005 CNEL 75 contour contains
approximately 72 acres of transportation use. There are no residential
developments, schools, churches, or other noise sensitive uses within the
existing 2005 CNEL 75 noise contour.
FUTURE (2012) NOISE CONTOURS. This section discusses the land use types found within the base
case future (2012) noise contours generated by aircraft utilizing Buchanan Field Airport,
assuming that all land uses will remain the same as present through 2012. This is the “base
case”, which assumes that no operational or facility modifications will occur at the Airport, and
is reflective of the forecast operations and aircraft types set forth in the FAR Part 150 Study.
This is the situation against which future development projects will be measured to quantify land
use effects. The future base case situation is represented by three contours, the CNEL 65, 70,
and 75 contours. Future noise contours are depicted in Figure F3.

 CNEL 65 Contour. The CNEL 65 contour contains approximately 319 acres.
There are four acres of industrial development, 32 acres of open space, and 283
acres of transportation-related uses within this contour. There are no
residential developments, schools, churches, or other noise sensitive uses within
the future base case 2012 CNEL 65 noise contour.
 CNEL 70 Contour. The CNEL 70 contour contains approximately 182 acres.
There are two acres of open space and 180 acres of transportation land use
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within this contour. There are no residential developments, schools, churches,
or other noise sensitive uses within the future base case 2012 CNEL 70 noise
contour.
 CNEL 75 Contour. The CNEL 75 contour contains approximately 82 acres of
transportation-related land use. There are no residential developments,
schools, churches, or other noise sensitive uses within the future base case 2012
CNEL 75 noise contour.
Since there are no residential developments, schools, churches, or other noise sensitive land uses
within any of the three future base case noise contours, future aviation activities at the Airport
are consistent with federal guidelines.
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Safety Hazards
Development at the Airport is subject to a number of safety constraints due to the underlying
geology of the area, as well as the nature of Airport operations. These constraints are discussed
below.
The Airport is located within a seismically active region. The
Hayward and San Andreas Faults are the two principally active faults within the Bay Area and
are located approximately 15 and 32 miles west of the Airport, respectively. Other principally
active faults within the region include the Green Valley, Rodger’s Creek, Calaveras, Clayton,
Diablo, and Marsh Creek-Greenville Faults. The Concord Fault runs in a northwest-southeast
direction immediately east of the project site.
GEOLOGY, SEISMOLOGY AND SOILS.

Areas that are most likely to experience fault rupture from movement of the Concord Fault are
incorporated within the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone. Extending approximately 1,000
to 2,500 feet wide, the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone was established by the California
Geological Survey under the Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Act of 1972. Development within
this zone is strictly regulated, and requires that detailed geologic and seismic evaluations be
conducted to assess the potential for fault rupture hazard before a construction permit can be
issued for most projects. Small portions of the North and East Development Areas on the
project site are overlaid by this zone and there is a potential for fault rupture within this area. 5
Future development projects at the Airport would increase the number of people, structures, and
improvements exposed to seismic hazards. Because of the proximity of the Airport to nearby
active and potentially active faults, moderate to strong ground shaking could occur at the Airport
as a result of an earthquake on any of these faults. The aggregate probability of the occurrence of
one or more magnitude 6.7 plus earthquakes in the San Francisco Bay Area over the next 25
years is estimated at 70%. 6
Soil liquefaction is a phenomenon primarily associated with saturated soil layers located close to
the ground surface. These soils lose strength during ground shaking. Due to the loss of
strength, the soil acquires a “mobility” sufficient to permit both horizontal and vertical
movements. Soils that are most susceptible to liquefaction are clean, loose, uniformly graded,
saturated, fine-grained sands that lie relatively close to the ground surface. However, loose sands
that contain a significant amount of fines (silt and clay fraction) may also liquefy.
5

Association of Bay Area Governments, 2006. Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zones Map.
http://quake.abag.ca.gov. August 16.

6

Michael, A.J., et. al., 2005. Major Quake Likely to Strike Between 2000 and 2030 – Understanding
Earthquake Hazards in the San Francisco Bay Region. USGS Fact Sheet 152-199. Rev. May 6.
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The Airport is underlain by Quaternary Alluvium consisting of consolidated and unconsolidated
sediments that have a high potential for liquefaction as shown on the Contra Costa County
General Plan Generalized Geology Map. In addition, near-surface, highly expansive clay soils
may be present at the Airport due to the presence of Quaternary Alluvium. Future development
at the project site would be subject to the geological constraints discussed above. Individual
projects would be required to comply with the Uniform Building Code and with Title 24
specifications for seismic design. In addition, individual projects may be required to conduct
site-specific geotechnical investigations to address differential fill thickness, total and differential
settlement within building pads, soil stability, potential seismic ground shaking, and liquefaction
and provide specific building foundation recommendations to reduce the risk associated with soil
subsidence, liquefaction and differential sediment.
In California, the U.S. EPA has granted most enforcement authority over
federal hazardous materials regulations to the California Environmental Protection Agency (Cal
EPA). In turn, a local agency, the Hazardous Materials Program of Contra Costa Health
Services (CCHS), has been granted responsibility for implementation and enforcement of many
hazardous materials regulations in Contra Costa County under the Certified Unified Program
Agency (CUPA) Program (California Health and Safety Code Chapter 6.11). Another local
agency, the Contra Costa Fire Protection District, performs safety inspections and provides
emergency response to hazardous materials incidents within the County.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS.

In California, State and regional agencies are responsible for programs regulating intentional and
accidental release of hazardous materials to the environment. At the Airport, the Bay Area Air
Quality Management District (BAAQMD) has oversight over air emissions, and the San
Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) regulates discharges and
releases to surface water and groundwater. The Cal EPA Department of Toxic Substances
Control (DTSC) regulates remediation of sites where hazardous materials discharges could
potentially present a public health risk. CCHS may act as lead agency to ensure proper
remediation of leaking underground petroleum product tank sites and certain other
contaminated sites within Contra Costa County.
The Airport is identified as a hazardous land use in the Contra Costa County General Plan.
Although no hazardous materials sites have been identified by State or federal agencies at the
Airport, hazardous conditions may occur throughout the site. These include underground
storage tanks located at various locations throughout the property. Above and below-ground
fuel storage tanks are located at the County facility, Pacific States Aviation, Sterling Aviation,
and Apex Aviation. The condition of these tanks is regularly monitored for compliance with
hazardous materials regulations.
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Prior to the approval of individual development projects that may occur with implementation of
the Master Plan, site-specific environmental site assessments (Phase I and/or Phase II) may be
required. In addition, for demolition or renovation of structures constructed prior to 1980, a
lead-based paint and asbestos-containing materials survey may be required.
Hydrology and Water Quality
In 1993, a Drainage and Flood Control Study was prepared for the Airport. 7 The Drainage and Flood
Control Study serves as a plan to mitigate and control the incremental runoff associated with future
development of the Airport. Development proposed as part of the Airport’s Master Plan could alter
the existing drainage system and water quality on the site. Localized flooding could also occur due to
the alteration of the on-site drainage pattern. A detailed hydraulic analysis (or a revised Drainage
and Flood Control Study reflecting implementation of the current Master Plan) may be required for
future development projects at the Airport. Current conditions, to the extent that they are known,
are described below.

The eastern portion of the Airport is within the Walnut Creek watershed, while the
western portion of the site is within the Grayson Creek watershed. Watersheds and drainage
facilities surrounding the Airport are currently being evaluated by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (Corps) and the Contra Costa County Flood Control and Water Conservation
District. Changes in watershed hydrology could result in impacts to local drainage at the Airport
and the ability of the Airport’s existing drainage system to handle runoff occurring from Master
Plan implementation may be affected. Further evaluation of the Airport’s drainage system may
be required after this Study is completed.

DRAINAGE.

Storm drains serving the Airport are maintained by the Contra Costa County Public Works
Department. Currently, drainage from the Airport generally flows east to west. Drains on the
west side of the Airport feed into open drainage swales that flow north to Grayson Creek. A
small portion of Airport runoff drains to the Walnut Creek channel to the east. Runoff from the
Airport eventually drains north into Pacheco Slough and then into Suisun Bay.
Historically, the Airport drainage system has experienced difficulties in maintaining free open
surface channel flow during a 10-year storm event, due to the extreme high water level of
receiving water bodies. The low lying open space areas between runways and taxiways often
function as detention basins during storms. Some of these locations were specifically designed as
detention basins in the early 1990s. The drainage systems are considered adequate as long as the
backwater surface elevations do not overtop and flood the runways and taxiways. New
7

CS Young Engineers, 1993. Drainage and Flood Control Study for Buchanan Field Airport, Final
Report. Prepared for Hodges & Shutt. January 28.
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development at the Airport, which could include the fill of drainage channels, may alter the
existing drainage pattern, increasing the risk of runway and taxiway flooding.
In addition, alteration of existing drainage channels on Airport property could adversely affect
existing drainage facilities downstream and adjacent to Airport property. A detailed hydraulic
analysis would be required of new development projects proposing to alter the existing drainage
pattern at the Airport. Funding mechanisms for the construction and perpetual maintenance of
drainage improvements would be identified at the time drainage improvements are proposed and
evaluated.
New development at the Airport may also be subject to the collection and conveyance
requirements of Title 9, Chapter 914 of the Contra Costa County Code. Per these regulations,
development projects at the Airport would be required to include storm drainage facilities to
adequately collect and convey storm water entering or originating within the development to the
nearest adequate man-made drainage facility or natural watercourse.
The quality of surface water and groundwater in the vicinity of the Airport is
affected by past and current land uses at the site and within the watershed, and the composition
of geologic materials in the vicinity. Water quality in surface and groundwater bodies is
regulated by the State Water Resources Control Board and RWQCB. The Airport is under the
jurisdiction of the San Francisco Bay RWQCB, which is responsible for implementation of State
and federal water quality protection guidelines in the Bay Area. The RWQCB implements the
Water Quality Control Plan (Basin Plan) 8, a policy document for managing water quality issues
in the region. The Basin Plan establishes beneficial water uses for waterways and water bodies
within the region.
WATER QUALITY.

Grading and excavation activities for individual development projects could result in exposure of
soil to runoff, potentially causing erosion and entrainment of sediment in the runoff. Soil
stockpiles, cuts, and fills could be exposed to runoff and, if not managed properly, the runoff
could cause erosion and increased sedimentation in storm sewers or drainages at or outside the
project site. There is also a potential for chemical releases at most construction sites. Once
released, substances such as fuels, oils, paints, and solvents could be transported to nearby
drainages, including Walnut Creek, Grayson Creek, and Pacheco Slough and/or groundwater in
stormwater runoff, wash water, and dust control water, potentially reducing the quality of
receiving waters.

8

San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board, 1995. Water Quality Control Plan, June 21.
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Runoff water quality is regulated by the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) Nonpoint Source Program (established through the Clean Water Act). The NPDES
program objective is to control and reduce pollutants to water bodies from nonpoint discharges.
Locally, the NPDES Program is administered by the RWQCB, which has conveyed
responsibility for implementation of storm water regulations in the vicinity of the Airport to the
Contra Costa Clean Water Program (CCCWP) by issuing a NPDES permit covering all
participating agencies within the County, including the City of Concord. The Airport
maintains its own industrial storm water permit that is shared with other airports in California.
Permitting requirements for the Airport are administered by the Airport collaborative, and not
the County. Compliance with the NPDES permit is mandated by State and federal statutes and
regulations.
New development and redevelopment projects (not including routine maintenance of existing
pavements such as seal coating, reconstruction, or pavement overlays), which would create or
replace more than 10,000 square feet of impervious surface (e.g., roof area, streets, sidewalks, and
parking lots), are also subject to recent provisions of the NPDES Permit (Provision C.3).
Provision C.3 is separate from, and in addition to, requirements for erosion and sediment
control and for pollution prevention measures during construction. The permit requires
applicable development projects to capture and treat operational stormwater runoff prior to
discharge to receiving water bodies or storm drainages to the maximum extent practicable.
Where feasible, development projects must also minimize the area of new roofs and paving, and
should substitute pervious surfaces to allow runoff to reach the underlying soil.
In addition to compliance with the provisions of the NPDES permit, development projects at
the Airport may be required to develop and implement a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP), including Best Management Practices (BMPs) designed to reduce potential impacts to
surface water quality during the construction of the project.
The eastern portion of the Airport is located within the mapped dam failure
inundation area for the Lafayette Reservoir 9 and the northwestern portion of the Airport is
located in the 100-year flood hazard area as mapped by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA). The West Development area is located within this 100-year flood hazard area.
Future development within the 100-year flood hazard area could consist of structures that
impede or redirect flood flows. Contra Costa County participates in the National Flood
Insurance Administration (NFIA) program, which is administered by FEMA. Proposed
development projects within the West Development area would be subject to the provisions of
FLOODING.

9

Association of Bay Area Governments, 1995. Hazard Map Dam Failure Inundation Areas, Concord, CA.
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the Floodplain Management Ordinance, which regulates development within the flood zones
and complies with the NFIA program.
As discussed above, during the construction period, grading and excavation activities could result
in exposure of soil to runoff, potentially causing erosion and entrainment of sediment in the
runoff. If not managed properly, the runoff could cause erosion and increased sedimentation in
storm sewers or drainages at or outside the project site. The accumulation of sediment in
culverts or drainages could result in blockage of flows, potentially resulting in increased localized
ponding or flooding.
Future development could increase the coverage of impervious surfaces (e.g., paved surfaces,
buildings) at the Airport by as much as 40 acres. This increase could reduce infiltration of
precipitation and interfere with groundwater recharge at the site.
Air Quality
The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) is primarily responsible for
regulating air pollution emissions from stationary sources (e.g., factories) and indirect sources
(e.g., traffic associated with new development), as well as for monitoring ambient pollutant
concentrations. The California Air Resources Board (CARB) and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) regulate direct emissions from motor vehicles.
Ozone levels, measured by peak concentrations and the number of days over the State one-hour
standard, have declined substantially over recent decades as a result of aggressive programs by the
BAAQMD and other regional, State and federal agencies. The reduction of peak concentrations
represents progress in improving public health; however, the Bay Area still exceeds the State
standard for one-hour ozone. Levels of PM10 (particulate matter greater than 10 microns in
size, such as fugitive dust) in the Bay Area have exceeded State standards at least three times per
year the last three years; therefore, the Bay Area is considered a nonattainment area for this
pollutant relative to the State standards. The Bay Area is an unclassified area for the federal
PM10 standard.
Pollutant monitoring results, for the most recent years for which data are available (see Tables F4
and F5) at the Concord ambient air quality monitoring station, indicate that air quality in the
vicinity of the Airport has generally been good. As indicated in the monitoring results, three or
fewer violations per year of the State PM10 standard during the 3-year period were recorded and
no violations of the federal PM10 standard were recorded. The federal PM2.5 standard was
exceeded twice during the three-year period, in 2002 and 2004. State one-hour ozone (O3) and
federal eight-hour O3 standards have been exceeded every year at this monitoring station.
Federal O3 standards were exceeded in 2002 and 2003, while standards were not exceeded in
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2004. Carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) standards
were not exceeded in this area during the three-year period.
Airports are associated with several different sources of air pollution, including aircraft
machinery, ground support equipment (e.g., air conditioners, service equipment, and vans), onroad vehicle trips generated by airport users, and stationary sources such as boilers, emergency
generators, and incinerators. Of these sources, aircraft and car trips are the most significant in
terms of overall quantity of emissions, although, other sources can also pose potential health
risks. A significant consideration for aircraft emissions is that aircraft not only operate on the
ground, but emit pollutants during their flight. Some aircraft emissions affect ground level
pollutant concentrations due to atmospheric mixing. The FAA requires that pollutants released
in the air that would be expected to affect ground-level air quality be accounted for during the
air emissions inventory. Similarly, airports are required to account for the total emissions of
ground access vehicles, meaning the emissions generated from the time a vehicle is started at its
point of origin, arrives at the airport, departs the airport, and reaches its point of destination
(total emissions may be calculated using standard trip traffic modeling, based on expected airport
use). An emissions inventory may be required prior to approval of individual development
projects that would increase aircraft or vehicle activity at the Airport.
Table F4

RESULTS FROM THE CONCORD AMBIENT AIR QUALITY
MONITORING STATION, EXCEEDED STANDARDS, 2002 TO 2004
Ozone
Carbon Monoxide
Nitrogen Dioxide
PM10
Max 1Max 1Max 24Hour National California Max 1-Hour California Hour California Hour National California
Year (ppm) D-O-S
D-O-S
(ppm)
D-O-S
(ppm)
D-O-S
(mg/m3) D-O-S
D-O-S

2002 0.103
2003 0.101
2004 0.097

0
0
0

5
5
1

3.5
3.2
2.7

0
0
0

0.063
0.062
0.065

0
0
0

65.8
34.0
50.7

0
0
0

3
0
1

Source: U.S. EPA and CARB, 2002 to 2004. Notes: D-O-S = Days Over Standard; ppm = parts per million; ppb = parts per billion;
mg/m3 = milligrams per cubic meter.
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Table F5
RESULTS FROM THE CONCORD AMBIENT AIR QUALITY
MONITORING STATION, EXCEEDED STANDARDS, 2002 TO 2004

Year

Ozone
Max
8-Hour
National
(ppm)
D-O-S

2002
2003
2004

0.089
0.085
0.083

3
1
0

Carbon Monoxide
Max
8-Hour California
(ppm)
D-O-S

2.3
2.0
2.0

0
0
0

Nitrogen Dioxide
Max
24-Hour California
(ppm)
D-O-S

0..007
0..003
0.010

Max
24-Hour
(mg/m3)

0
0
0

76.7
49.7
73.7

PM10
National California
D-O-S
D-O-S

1
0
1

NA
NA
NA

Source: U.S. EPA and CARB, 2002 to 2004. Notes: D-O-S = Days Over Standard; ppm = parts per million; mg/m3 = milligrams per cubic
meter. NA = Not Applicable. No State Standard.

Biological Resources
Portions of the Airport remain undeveloped and the potential exists for vegetation and wildlife
habitats, wetlands, and special status species to be affected by development associated with
implementation of the Master Plan. These biological resources and the extent to which they
constrain development at the Airport are described below.
The majority of Airport parcels proposed for
development consist of non-native grasslands with scattered patches of ruderal forbs such as wild
radish (Raphanus sativa), poison hemlock (Conium maculatum) and perennial pepperweed
(Lepidium latifolium). Non-native grass species include wild oats (Avena fatua), ripgut brome
(Bromus diandrus), Italian ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum), Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon), and
creeping wildrye (Leymus triticoides). 10 Fescue, a common grass species, is also planted at the
Airport.
VEGETATION COMMUNITIES AND WILDLIFE HABITATS.

Although burrowing owls have not previously been observed on Airport
property, suitable habitat (burrows) exists due to the presence of California ground squirrels
(Spermophilus beecheyi) throughout the site. Burrowing owls are a California Species of Special
Concern, and their nest burrows are protected by the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA)
and California Fish and Game Code. Although disturbance of nesting pairs is illegal, the
California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) allows passive relocation of burrowing owls
from development sites during the non-breeding season (September-January). Because there is
also substantial public and professional concern about population declines throughout
California, the CDFG usually also requests mitigation for loss of burrowing owl habitat.
SPECIAL-STATUS SPECIES.

10

These grasslands were identified by an LSA Associates biologist during a field visit in June 2006.
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Typically, CDFG requests 6.5 acres of suitable on- or off-site burrowing owl habitat per pair or
non-paired owl displaced by the project. For example, if a site scheduled for development in
2007 supported two breeding pairs and one unpaired male in the summer of 2006, CDFG
would request that 19.5 acres (6.5 * 3) of suitable habitat be protected elsewhere on the project
site, acquired at an off-site location, or purchased in the form of "credits" at a CDFG-approved
habitat conservation bank. Prior to development associated with the Master Plan, biological site
assessment surveys, including pre-construction surveys, may be required to identify the presence
of burrowing owls.
California red-legged frog (Rana aurora draytonii) and California tiger salamander (Ambystome
californiense), both of which are listed as threatened under the federal Endangered Species Act,
are not expected to occur on the site due to its urban setting, the lack of known breeding records
in the site vicinity (nearest occurrences are more than three miles away at the Concord Naval
Weapons Station), and the low habitat value of the on-site drainages. No other federally or
State-listed species are expected to occur on the site due to its history of disturbance and
associated lack of native habitats.
Wetlands and Waters of the U.S.
Several drainage features (i.e., channels) at the Airport are likely subject to U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (Corps) jurisdiction under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. Potential
jurisdictional features include the large channel parallel and adjacent to Marsh Drive 11, a northsouth drainage swale in the parcel bounded by Sally Ride Drive, a northwest-southeast channel
in the northern portion of the site, and a small tributary to the main channel in the southern
portion of the site. The Corps uses three characteristics when making wetland determinations:
vegetation, soil, and hydrology. Typically, all three characteristics must be present during some
portion of the growing season for an area to be considered a wetland. Hydrophytic (i.e., waterloving) plant species growing in and adjacent to the channels include the following: tule (Scirpus
sp.), cattail (Typhus sp.), fat hen (Atriplex triangularis), nutsedge (Cyperus eragrostis), rabbit's-foot
grass (Polypogon monspeliensis), and saltgrass (Distichlis spicata). Fat hen is the dominant species
within the north-south drainage swale (in the parcel bounded by Sally Ride Drive), which also
contains scattered curly dock (Rumex crispus) and rabbit’s-foot grass. A small stand of arroyo
willows (Salix lasiolepis) is also present towards the north end of this swale. All of these species
are common indicators of wetland conditions.

11

The first 40 feet of the drainage channel parallel to Marsh Drive is not proposed for development as
part of the Master Plan, and would thus not be altered due to Master Plan implementation. This space
is set aside for potential road widening or as a light rail corridor, which would be subject to separate
environmental review by the agencies sponsoring these projects.
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Fill of any or all portions of the above described drainage features would require a Section 404
permit from the Corps, Section 401 water-quality certification from the San Francisco Regional
Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), and potentially a 1601 Streambed Alteration
Agreement with the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG). A formal wetland
delineation would be required for development on the Airport affecting these drainage features.
Cultural Resources
Historical structures in the County are listed in the National Register of Historic Places, as well
as with the State of California Office of Historic Preservation. Two non-aviation use structures
located on Airport property were possibly constructed prior to 1950. These structures include
the Quonset hut and a tarpaper building and are located on the west side of the Airport, north of
the Airport administrative offices. Both structures accommodate temporary uses and may be
demolished or altered due to Master Plan implementation. Although not anticipated, these
structures may be considered historic resources and a cultural resources investigation may be
required prior to any demolition or construction activities affecting the structures.
In addition, there are approximately 600 archeological sites within the County that have been
recorded with the Archeological Inventory, Northwest Information Center at Sonoma State
University. Although the Airport is not located in an archeologically sensitive area, undisturbed
portions of the property could contain such resources. An archeological records search and site
reconnaissance performed by a qualified archeologist may be required prior to ground disturbing
activities for individual development projects associated with Master Plan implementation. The
archeologist may recommend educating construction crews on the proper procedures in the
event of an archeological discovery, or may require archeological monitoring in the event that
potentially significant resources are identified.
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